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ABSTRACT
Video onferen ing and high quality video{on{demand servi es are very desirable for many Internet users. However,
Internet a ess hannels ranging from wireless onne tions to high{speed ATM networks mean great heterogeneity
with respe t to bandwidth.
Hierar hi al video en oders that s ale and distribute video data over di erent layers enable users to adapt video
quality to the apa ity of their Internet onne tion. However, the onstru tion of the layers at the en oder determines
the video quality that an be expe ted at the re eiver.
To a hieve an optimal on guration of the di erent layers with respe t to visual quality, we propose a hybrid s aling
algorithm that s ales video data both in spatial and temporal dimension. Using a quality metri based on properties
of the human visual system our algorithm al ulates an optimal ratio between spatial and temporal information.
Additionally, we present experimental results that demonstrate the apabilities of our approa h.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the onstantly improving bit rates of the Internet and the availability of eÆ ient ompression te hniques,
appli ations like real{time video onferen ing and high quality video{on{demand servi es are within rea h for the
average user. However, unlike television broad asting, video transmission via the Internet has the disadvantage that
various a ess hannels ranging from wireless onne tions to high{speed ATM networks mean great heterogeneity
with respe t to the available bandwidth.
This onstraint underlines the development of hierar hi al video en oders that s ale the video in the dimensions of
temporal and spatial resolution. Hierar hi al video en oders distribute the video data over several layers. A ording
to the bandwidth available, a user hooses the number of layers he/she wants to re eive. Clearly, the visual quality
of the video re eived depends on the onstru tion of the di erent layers at the en oder. To maximize the visual
quality, the s aling pro edure should exploit spatial as well as temporal resolution.
While there already exist a number of te hniques for s aling a video in either dimension, the authors are not aware of
any approa h to ompute the optimal ratio between spatial and temporal s aling at a given bandwidth at a spe i
moment. Keeping in mind that the data sink for video transmission via the Internet is a human observer, the question
is to nd an algorithm hoosing the appropriate trade{o between temporal and spatial resolution to maximize the
per eived quality of the video for the observer.
The algorithm presented in this work realizes intelligent spatio{temporal video s aling for a given bandwidth. It is
thus eligible to portray a pre{pro essing step for all en oding standards that provide stru tural elements for hybrid
video s aling without spe ifying implementation details (e.g. MPEG{2 video1).
The paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 summarizes related work. Se tion 3 brie y reviews the fundamentals of
layered video oding. Detailed design requests of our algorithm, di erent possible approa hes, and an implementation
overview are presented in Se tion 4. The per eptive quality measure underlying our approa h and held abstra t until
then is demonstrated in Se tion 5. Our experimental results are pointed out in Se tion 6 and the paper ends by
denominating open issues in Se tion 7.
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2. RELATED WORK
Our work relies on resear h ondu ted in the areas of (1) human per eption modeling and (2) layered en oding of
video streams.
The modeling of human per eption of visual stimuli is still an open eld of resear h. One of the rst books to present
a broad overview of how human observers see is [Frisby℄.2 More re ent resear h is detailed in [Wandell℄3 where the
human visual system is explained with respe t to the MPEG ompression standard. Psy ho{physiologi al resear h
has been arried out in order to measure the sensitivity of the human visual system in the three dimensions: olor
resolution, spatial resolution, and temporal resolution. Re apitulative these resear h proje ts proved the following
attributes of the human visual system: (1) Human visual per eption is based less on absolute (luminan e) values
but more on ontrast.4 (2) Contrast sensitivity is mu h higher for luminan e than for hrominan e.5 (3) Contrast
sensitivity is highly orrelated to the spatial frequen y of the per eived stimulus and de reases if spatial frequen y
in reases.6 (4) An important aspe t of temporal per eption is the riti al i ker frequen y, i.e., the minimum
number of frames per time unit that make a video appear \ uid". This riti al i ker frequen y is highly orrelated
to luminan e and motion energy.7
Based on these results, a number of mathemati al models have been designed that simulate the human visual system.
One model of still images based on wavelet transforms is presented in [Bo k℄.8 Modeling the human visual system
by impre ise data sets is presented in [Steudel℄.9
A rst attempt to widen the models of human visual per eption into the spatio{temporal dimension and thus to
adapt them to digital videos is alled ITS metri and has been elaborated in [Webster℄.10 The quantitative measure
proposed in this work relies upon two quantities. The rst one measures spatial distortions by omparing edge
enhan ed opies of the original and their orresponding approximating frames. The latter measures the loss of
temporal information by omparing the motion energy between the original and the approximating frame sequen es.
These two units of information are post{pro essed by three measures whose weighted linear ombination onforms
highly with the results of subje tive testing, a s ale ranging from the s hool mark 1 (very bad quality) to 5 (ex ellent
quality).
In the area of layered video oding several te hniques has been developed whi h s ale and ompress a frame sequen e
in either temporal or spatial dimension. In [Pennebaker, Amir, M Canne℄11{13 a spatial approa h is des ribed whi h
relies on layered quantization. Ea h 8  8 blo k of ea h image is transformed into the frequen y domain. The
bits of the DCT oeÆ ients are distributed over several layers. This orresponds to applying di erent quantization
fa tors ranging from oarse to ne to the oeÆ ients. Another approa h in the ontext of spatial s alability based on
pyramid en oding14 is used in the MPEG{2 video standard.1 In [Merz℄15 temporal s aling is a hieved by spreading
onse utive frames on a video sequen e over a number of layers.

3. HIERARCHICAL VIDEO CODING
Video an be interpreted as a ve tor onsisting of the three dimensions: olor resolution, spatial resolution, and
temporal resolution. The olor dimension is de ned by the number of bits that represent the olor value of ea h
pixel. The spatial dimension des ribes the horizontal and the verti al resolution of ea h pi ture the video onsists
of. The temporal dimension des ribes the temporal resolution of the video, in other words, the number of frames per
se ond.16 More formally, we give the following
De nition. A olor video V onsists of a sequen e of frames

V = f(F1 ; F2 ; :::)

j F 2 [0; 255℄
i

w

 3g;
h

where w  h denotes the spatial resolution and ea h pixel typi ally is represented by a triple
(Y; CB ; CR ) 2 [0; 255℄3 for the luminan e, hrominan e, and olor hue of the pixel.
Hierar hi al en oding te hniques s ale the video quality in at least one of the three dimensions. The idea is to
en ode video signals not only into one but into several output streams. Ea h stream Si depends on all lower streams
S0 ; :::; Si 1 , an only be de oded together with these lower streams, and ea h stream adds to the quality of the video
transmitted. In the following, we give a generalized de nition of the one found in [M Canne℄.13
De nition. Let Vi;k be a sub{sequen e of V with the length k starting at frame i:

V

i;k

= (Fi ; : : : ; Fi+k ):

(1)
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downsample

-
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Figure 1. Data ow of a (spatial) Lapla ian En oder.13
A hierar hi al en oder E en odes a sequen e of k frames into L output odes C 1 ; : : : ; C L . Therefore, E is a mapping

E:V

i;k

! fC 1 ; : : : ; C g:
i;k

L
i;k

(2)

1 ; : : : ; C l into a
In order to reassemble the video at the re eiver side we need a de oder D that reverses odes Ci;k
i;k
sequen e of frames:
1 ; :::; C l g ! (F^i;1 ; : : : ; F^i;k ) = V^i;k ;
D : fCi;k
l  L:
(3)
i;k
The di eren e between the original sub{sequen e Vi;k and the reassembled sequen e V^i;k shortens the more odes l
are taken into a ount at this inversion. A ording to this de nition, the elementary task of a hierar hi al en oder E
is to de ne en oding s hemes that split (and ompress) a given frame sequen e into a set of odes fC l g. A number of
hierar hi al video ompression te hniques have been developed that s ale and ompress a frame sequen e in its three
dimensions: time, size, and olor depth. Color s aling is beyond the s ope of this publi ation but in the following,
we summarize the most ommon approa hes to spatial and temporal s aling. A more detailed overview an be found
in [Kuhmun h℄.17
Spatial S aling. This s aling approa h splits ea h video frame into its spatial frequen ies. Sin e lower spatial
frequen ies are better per eived by human observers,18 the lower layers of spatial s aling approa hes on entrate
on the lower frequen ies, while higher layers provide information about higher spatial frequen ies. Implementations
either s ale the oeÆ ients of the dis rete osine transform (DCT) often used in video ompression standards12 or
they produ e a set of low{pass ltered opies of ea h video. The entral idea of the latter approa h, alled pyramid
en oding,14 is des ribed in Figure 1. The en oder rst down samples the image, ompresses it a ording to the
hosen en oding te hnique, and then transmits it in the base layer stream. When the image is de ompressed and
up sampled, a mu h oarser opy of the original arises. To ompensate for the di eren e, the de oder subtra ts the
resulting opy from the original image and sends the en oded di erential pi ture in the enhan ement layer stream.
Temporal S aling. Temporal s aling approa hes work very similarly to spatial approa hes, but they distribute the
frames of a video sequen e over the di erent layers. Figure 2 visualizes a possible approa h with three layers, where
a subsample of the image sequen e is transmitted on ea h layer.15

4. A PRE{PROCESSING ALGORITHM FOR LAYERED VIDEO ENCODERS

As des ribed in Se tion 3, a layered video en oder ompresses a video into multiple layers S0 ; S1 ; : : : ; Sn . In general,
the en oder performs three steps:
(1) Ea h video frame is de omposed into atomi information units (U). For example, a single unit an onsist of a
number of DCT oeÆ ients or a layer from the Lapla ian pyramid of the frame. Consider a Y Cb Cr {frame of size
352  288. Performing the DCT on 8  8 blo ks of the frame results in 352  288=(8  8) = 1584 DC oeÆ ients
and 352  288=(8  8)  63 = 99792 AC oeÆ ients for the luminan e (Y ) omponent. One way to form the unit is
to ombine all DC oeÆ ients into one spatial atomi information unit, while fra tions of the AC oeÆ ients an be
grouped into additional units.
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Figure 2. Temporal s aling of a video stream.
(2) The atomi information units of all frames are grouped into subsets of di erent visual importan e. Figure 3
depi ts this pro ess. A single subset may ontain units from either one frame or many frames. Consequently,
information of a single frame may be en oded in either a single subset or in many subsets. If the s aling pro edure
is on ned to the temporal dimension, information about a ertain frame an only be found in one subset. If the
s aling pro ess is restri ted to the spatial dimension, information about a ertain frame an be found in all subsets.
A ordingly, if spatio{temporal s aling is employed, information of a single frame an either be en oded in a single
subset or in many subsets.
(3) Finally, ea h subset is en oded on a di erent layer onsidering the orresponding bandwidth limitation.
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Figure 3. Ea h frame in the sequen e is de omposed into atomi information units. The units are depi ted as

hexagons marked with the letter \U". It is the task of a layered en oder to ode the units on the di erent layers.
Pre{pro essing algorithms de ide whi h information should be oded in whi h layer.
The subset that ontains the most important information is oded into the base layer S0 . The other subsets are
assigned to higher layers S1 ; : : : ; Sn a ording to their level of importan e.
Obviously, the onstru tion pro edure of the di erent subsets determines the visual quality that an be a hieved at
the de oder. When using hybrid (i.e. spatio{temporal) layering algorithms, it is ne essary to nd an optimal ratio
between spatial and temporal s aling. In the following we des ribe a pre{pro essing algorithm whi h solves this
problem for a sequen e of N frames.
The algorithm is designed upon the following assumptions: (1) There exists a metri that measures the quality
per eived by a human observer of a de oded video by al ulating the per eived distan e between the original video
and the de oded one (see Se tion 5). The metri an be given as a fun tion of the used information of the frame
sequen e. (2) This fun tion develops monotonously, i.e., ea h additional atomi information unit in reases the
quality of the video (this assumption must be ful lled by the fun tion anyway in order to ful ll the onditions of a
mathemati al metri ). (3) There exists an algorithm that splits ea h video into atomi information units, e.g., an
approa h omparable to JPEG that produ es runs of DCT oeÆ ients.

The algorithm determines how mu h information from ea h frame of the sequen e should be transmitted on ea h
layer. The amount of information from ea h frame an be anything between no information at all (i.e., the frame is
skipped) and the omplete information from the frame.
Sin e the algorithm al ulates ea h subset in the same manner, we on ne the des ription of our algorithm to the base
layer subset. Starting from an initial subset on guration, the algorithm al ulates an optimal subset of information
units that t into the given bandwidth limitation and produ es an optimal visual quality, i.e. the distan e between
the original and the de oded sequen e is minimal.

4.1. Initial subset on guration
As mentioned above, the quality metri behaves monotonously, therefore we assume that an optimal ombination
exhausts the omplete bandwidth. In our implementation the start point is the maximal temporal information that
an be transmitted within the given bandwidth, i.e., we lo alize our sear h to a pure spatial s aling approa h. As
an alternative one ould start with a ertain frame in maximal spatial resolution.
The initial subset on guration is performed as follows (see Algorithm 1): The frames are sorted in reverse order
a ording to their motion energy (see Se tion 5). The number of atomi information units for ea h frame is set to
zero. Then, the number of atomi information units is in remented for ea h frame with respe t to the sort order
until the bandwidth limitation is rea hed.
Consequently, if the bandwidth limitation of the subset is too narrow to ontain even a single information unit for
ea h frame, frames with low motion energy are skipped.

4.2. Iterative re nement
From the initial subset on guration, our algorithm sear hes for the optimal ombination by trading temporal
information for spatial information (see Algorithm 2).
In ea h iteration the frame with the lowest motion energy is removed ompletely from the subset. The bandwidth
gained is distributed over the remaining frames, i.e. the spatial quality of the video is in reased, while the temporal
information is redu ed. In order to nd out whi h distribution results in the best visual quality, information units
are added to the remaining frames until the bandwidth gained has been onsumed. In ea h step the quality a hieved
is al ulated and the best subset on guration is stored.
After ea h iteration the quality of the de oded video is measured. The optimal ombination has been found when
the quality eases to in rease (see Algorithm 3).

4.3. Bandwidth al ulation
Within ea h algorithm quality improvement and bandwidth al ulation determine whether additional information
units are added to the subset on guration. While the measurement of quality is des ribed in Se tion 5, the question
arises how to perform bandwidth al ulation.
In ea h step of the algorithm the subset on guration is known. Consider, for instan e, a frame sequen e F =
ff0; f1 ; : : : ; f7 g with eight frames and the subset on guration S = f0; 4; 0; 0; 4; 0; 0; 0g. Ea h element in S ontains
the number of atomi information units for the orresponding frame: In our example only the frames f1 and f4
(S1 > 0; S4 > 0) are urrently important. Pro eeding from this subset on guration, the ne essary bandwidth has
to be al ulated. However, the omplexity of this al ulation depends on the ompression method hosen.
If atomi information units onsist of DCT oeÆ ients and a JPEG ompression method is used, the al ulation is
straightforward: One has to ompute the runs of the oeÆ ients and estimate the Hu man ompression. However, if
a ompression method is used that employs motion ompensation, additional steps are ne essary before bandwidth
an be al ulated. Consequently, the omputational overhead for bandwidth al ulation an be redu ed by hoosing
atomi information units appropriate to the ompression method.

fun t init subset (FrameSequen e F; integer max b)



/* F = frame sequen e to optimize, max b = available bandwidth of this layer */

begin

subset := fg;
while there is still bandwidth left do
forea h Frame i 2 F sorted by des ending motion energy do
if bandwidth exhausted then break;
in rease quality(subset; i);

od

od

return (subset);

end:

Algorithm 1: Initial subset on guration.

fun t spread spatial info (Con guration urrent subset; FrameSequen e F; Frame f )
begin

max quality := al quality( urrent subset);
best subset := urrent subset;
remove from subset( urrent subset; f );
while there is still bandwidth left do
forea h Frame i 2 F do
in rease quality( urrent subset; i);
q := al quality( urrent subset);
if q > max quality
then best subset := urrent subset;
max quality := q;

/* al ulate urrent quality */
/* redu e temporal resolution */
/* spread bandwidth */
/* identify the best frame */
/* add one spatial information unit */
/* he k for better quality */
/* store the best on guration */

de rease quality( urrent subset; i);

/* reset frame information */

od
od



/* urrent subset = urrent spatio{temporal ombination */
/* F = frame sequen e to optimize, f = frame whi h spatial information is distributed */

urrent subset := best subset;

return (max quality ; best subset);

end:

Algorithm 2: Spreading of spatial information.

fun t spatio temporal trading (FrameSequen e F; integer max b)
begin

subset := init subset(F; max b);

do



/* F = frame sequen e to optimize, max b = available bandwidth of this layer */
/* al ulate initial subset on guration */

f min motion := sear h frame with min motion energy(F );
(q; subset) := spread spatial info(subset; F; f min motion);
while q in reases ^ bandwidth available;
return (subset);

end:

Algorithm 3: Spatio{temporal trading.

5. VIDEO QUALITY METRICS
The algorithm des ribed in the previous se tion relies on a metri that measures the quality of a video sequen e.
The performan e of the algorithm depends heavily on the quality of the metri , i.e., we need a metri that measures
the video distortion per eived by the human observer as pre isely as possible. We de ne the quality of a (de oded)
video sequen e relative to the original sequen e. In order to get a fair measurement of the di eren e between the
original image sequen e and the de oded sequen e we assume that both ontain the same number of frames and that
the frames are all of the same spatial size. A quality measure operates on a sequen e of n original images O1 ; :::; On
and ompares it to the de oded sequen e of n images A1 ; :::; An that approximates the original sequen e by de oding
a video stream.
One measure widely used in the ontext of video quality is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It des ribes the energy of
an undistorted signal in relation to the noise introdu ed by pro essing the signal (e. g. ompression and de ompression
of the signal). However, high SNR values do not always orrespond to signals with per eptually high quality19 (see
Figure 4). Therefore, it is ne essary to reate measures that are more appropriate with respe t to the human visual
system.
In a rst attempt, we used the ITS metri 10 in our algorithm, but it turned out that the metri varies to inertly
for our appli ation: unfortunately, the output indeed varied only in the range 4.55 to 4.77, no matter of what the
distorted video was like.
Therefore, we have de ned our own metri based on the on ept of the ITS metri , but whi h is better adapted to
our video s aling appli ation. The metri is des ribed in the following subse tion.

5.1. Adaption of the ITS metri
Sin e the metri is going to be used to measure the quality of video s aled in its temporal and spatial dimensions, the
metri on entrates on these two dimensions. Hen e, the quality measure is divided into two omponents, namely
one that re e ts the sole pi ture quality and a se ond one that is fo used on the dynami s within the sequen e. It is
an important feature of the metri that the two omponents stri tly separate image quality from sequen e dynami s
sin e this allows us to fo us on the distortions and artifa ts produ ed by spatial and temporal s aling.

5.1.1. Spatial quality measure

Be ause edges provide important information to the human visual system3 our spatial quality measure operates|
similar to the ITS metri |on edge{enhan ed image sequen es. Ea h frame of the original and the approximated
video sequen e is pro essed in turn (see Figure 5).
Ea h step applies a Gauss lter on the original pi ture Oj and the approximating pi ture Aj in order to remove
high{frequen y noise from the images. Additionally, the low{pass ltering with the Gauss operator removes \thin"
edges from the video, whi h are less important to the visual system. Afterwards the frames are ltered with the
Sobel operator in order to arry out edge dete tion. The Eu lidean norm of those two images O00 and A00 is then
al ulated on a pixel basis (Equation 4) . Note that Oj (x; y ) addresses the gray{values of pi ture Oj in olumn x
and row y . The same holds for Aj (x; y ).

Figure 4. SNR vs. per eptual quality. From left to right: (a) original image, (b) image distorted by JPEG blo k
artefa ts (SNR  20 dB), ( ) image distorted by random noise (SNR

 20 dB).
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Figure 5. In the spatial quality measure (a), ea h original and ea h approximating frame is Gauss and Sobel ltered.
The di eren e frame D leads to the al ulation of the Eu lidean norm. In the temporal quality measure (b), rst,
di eren e pi tures are al ulated for the original and the approximating sequen e. Then the di eren e pi tures are
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The norm expresses how well the edges in the approximated video frames orrespond to the edges in the original
sequen e. Note, that in ontrast to the SNR our spatial quality measure learly distinguishes the distorted images
shown in Figure 4.
Remark. Sin e it is our goal to separate image quality from sequen e dynami s, we only take pi tures into a ount
where spatial information is available. More formally, if no spatial atomi information units from the frame Oj is
re eived then no spatial distortion is al ulated. One might ask how frame Aj an be al ulated anyway if no spatial
information is available. In that ase, the de oder an on eal the missing frame by using on ealment strategies. A
simple approa h is to redisplay the previous frame. In our ase, we assume that the de oder displays the (temporally)
nearest neighboring frame.

5.1.2. Temporal quality measure
In order to measure temporal distortions we nd out how mu h the sequen e dynami s di er between the original and
the approximating sequen e. For the dynami measure the di eren e between two su eeding images is produ ed:
one for the sequen e of original images (Dj ), and another for the approximations (dj ). This pro ess is depi ted in
Figure 5.
In the al ulation of the spatial quality measure for the approximating sequen e, the images O(j ) were of lower
quality. However, in the al ulation of the dynami quality we use original images for both the approximating and
the original sequen e. So the only di eren e between the two arrays of images within the dynami al ulation is
that the same image may be repli ated several times in the approximating sequen e, espe ially if neighboring images
di er only by a small amount.
The dynami omponent al ulates di eren e or delta images Dj for both the original and the approximating image
sequen e. This is done by subtra ting gray{values of neighboring images and storing the unsigned value as a gray{
value of the di eren e pi ture Dj (Figure 5). As a result, a di eren e image between ea h two pi tures of both the
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Figure 6. Per eptual aspe t of the sequen e \Laurel and Hardy". An initial s ene with high motion shows Laurel

opening a box. His arms and upper body move strongly, so our algorithms has de ided on sele ting all frames at the
expense of spatial resolution. Another s ene of the video shows Hardy sitting and talking. As motion is low, spatial
resolution is high, and frame dropping saves bandwidth. In a third s ene, Hardy walks a ross the room and water
pours out of the box. Again, our algorithm favored spatial s aling.
original sequen e Dj and the approximating sequen e dj is produ ed. The sum of the Eu lidean distan es j Dj dj j
for all j forms the measure of the di eren e in dynami s.
In fa t, di erent motion energy an only o ur if pi tures in the approximated sequen e are dropped that ontained
substantial hanges with regard to that sequen e's neighbors. In ontrast to a sequen e of pi tures hanging only
slightly, dropping frames will not ause signi ant hanges.

5.1.3. Combination of the two omponents
In order to re eive a single value measure, the spatial and the temporal quality measure have to be ombined in some
way. A rst intuitive approa h would be to ombine the two values linearly,

Qtotal = Qtemporal + (1

)Qspatial ;

0

 1:

However there are some aspe ts that give reason to ombine the two measure multipli atively, i.e.

Qtotal = Qtemporal  Qspatial:
The multipli ative ombination is motivated by the observation that both dimensions have a riti al minimum quality
level. For example, a ertain minimum frame rate is essential to realize the sequen e as a video. If the frame rate
drops beneath a vital minimum frequen y, even a very high spatial quality annot ompensate for the su ered
distortion. The same holds true for the spatial quality. Besides this fa t, the multipli ative ombination disburdens
us from the task to normalize both measures into the same domain.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performan e of the proposed pre{pro essing algorithm, we pro essed several video sequen es.
In the following the experimental setup is outlined and results for two video sequen es are presented.
We based the algorithm on the metri des ribed in Se tion 5. The implementation of the algorithm pro esses eight
su essive frames at a time to de ne the best trade{o between spatial and temporal resolution for those eight frames.
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Figure 7. Results of test sequen e \traÆ ". The three graphs show the moving averages of ea h 24 frames (one
se ond). Note that we hose a minimum number of three oeÆ ients per frame sin e otherwise the quality is not
a eptable. The maximum spatial quality is rea hed with 30 oeÆ ients.

For spatial s aling we used a layered DCT approa h des ribed in Se tion 3. Thus an atomi information unit in our
test implementation onsists of a single DCT oeÆ ient for ea h blo k.
Our algorithm de ides how many oeÆ ients C0 are oded for ea h blo k within a frame. The rst naive pra ti e
would be to allo ate the same number of oeÆ ients for every single blo k of a frame. As most frames ontain 8  8
blo ks with di erent details, we have hosen a more advan ed implementation: Blo ks with more details are oded
with more oeÆ ients than those with less detailed information. Consequently, the blo ks of a frame are oded with
C0 oeÆ ients in average.
The algorithm has then been tested on several di erent video sequen es. In this paper we present the results for two
di erent videos. The \Laurel and Hardy" sequen e is gray{s aled and ontains both slow and high motion s enes.
The \traÆ " sequen e is a olor sequen e and shows a rossing with traÆ lights. In the rst four se onds of the
sequen e the traÆ lights are red and therefore very little motion o urs. In the following the traÆ lights turn to
green and the ars slowly start moving. The amount of motion in reases as the ars are a elerating.
In the two test sequen es, our algorithm favored spatial s aling in s enes with high motion and de ided on frame
dropping in s enes with little motion. The per eptual aspe t of su h a hybridly s aled sequen e is demonstrated in
Figure 6. S enes with high motion show a great number of frames per se ond at the expense of spatial resolution.
The individual frames in su h sequen es are thus blo ky (DCT en oding) or blurry (pyramid and wavelet en oding),
but render the motion at their best. In s enes with little motion, the individual frames mirror good spatial resolution
and the bandwidth is saved by dropping frames.
In Figure 7 the motion energy, the number of frames per se ond and the number of oeÆ ients per frame for the
\traÆ " sequen e are displayed. Again, the algorithm pla es many frames in se tions with high motion and drops
frames in parts with little motion. Note that the number of frames per se ond in reases in proportion to the motion
energy. The number of oeÆ ients used per frame de reases in turn.

Our algorithm uses three frames per se ond with 14 oeÆ ients per frame in the se tion with little motion (se onds
1{4), six frames with six oeÆ ients while the ars a elerate (se onds 4{5), and twelve frames with about four
oeÆ ients when the ars rea h their maximum speed (se onds 8{9).
A loser look at the graph of Figure 7 provides the information that the frame rate rapidly hanges within the test
sequen e \traÆ ". When reviewing the prepro essed \traÆ " video we found these rapid hanges of the frame rate
quite annoying. We assume that the human observer gets used to a ertain degree of i kering after a while. When
there is a strong jitter in the degree of i ker this adaptation will not happen. The results indi ate that our metri
urrently does not over this phenomenon. In order to over ome this e e t we applied a low pass lter to the frame
rate and the spatial resolution. This post pro essing improved the per eptual quality signi antly.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have des ribed an algorithms for intelligent spatio{temporal video{s aling based on human per eption. When the available bandwidth does not allow full resolution in spa e and time, a per eptual quality metri
de ides whether s aling the spatial or the temporal dimension is less annoying for the visual aspe t of the video at
the given moment.
The experimental results presented in this work show our approa h to video{s aling based on human per eption to
be promising. There are various aspe ts that require further resear h though.
Future work will fo us on the metri simulating the human per eption of video. Questions in this area might be:
What weighting fa tors of both spatial and temporal sensitivity best model the human per eption? How might
multi-resolution be introdu ed into the model? How an olor per eption be introdu ed into the measure?
The quality testing, i.e., the judgment whether a temporally{spatially s aled video V1 at a given bandwidth is
superior to a di erently s aled video V2 at the same bandwidth | whi h entails the de nition of the metri | has
been performed within our institute to date with eight test persons. We will set up a test environment a ording to
the ITU re ommendations.20
An interesting question is how os illating quality in uen e the quality judgment of human observers? Intuitively,
spatial resolution varying from one frame to the other might be evaluated negatively. But are there thresholds in
spatial resolution di eren e and in time resolution di eren e below whi h the per eived quality in reases?
Finally, our algorithm will have to be integrated into an MPEG{2 en oder to obtain omparable obje tive answers.
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